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The Effect of Lateral Wedge Insole on Mediolateral Static Balance in Patients with Mild 
to Moderate Knee Osteoarthritis
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Background and Objectives: Balance has reported to be impaired in patients with 
knee osteoarthritis. Lateral wedged insoles, have shown positive effect on parameters 
like knee adduction moment and pain. As a result, the factors that have been shown to 
reduce the parameters associated with knee osteoarthritis are anticipated to be effec-
tive in improving balance. The aim of this study was to investigate the immediate and 
four-week effects of lateral wedged insoles on static balance in patients with mild and 
moderate osteoarthritis of knee medial compartment. 

Methods: 18 patients (mean age=53±6.07) and body mass index (26/1±2.1 kg/m2) 
with painful mild and moderate knee osteoarthritis according to the Kellgren-Law-
rence grading were recruited. Static standing balance was assessed while standing 
for 60 seconds on a force plate in three different footwear and two vision conditions: 
barefoot, wearing shoes without lateral wedged insoles and wearing shoes with lateral 
wedged insole in open and closed eye conditions. Pain intensity and static standing 
balance in the mediolateral direction (through the displacement and velocity of center 
of pressure) were investigated immediately and 4 weeks later. 

Results: Lateral wedged insoles had no immediate effect on the center of pressure 
mediolateral displacement (P=0.70) and velocity (P=0.08). Using the lateral wedged 
insoles for 4 weeks resulted in significant improvement of pain (P <0.001) in medio-
lateral center of pressure displacement (P <0.001) and velocity (P <0.001). 

Conclusion: No significant immediate effect was seen on the average displacement 
and velocity of the center of pressure in the mediolateral direction while wearing 
lateral wedged insoles. Measured parameters improved after 4 weeks. Effect of lateral 
wedged insoles as a non-invasive treatment can be considered for improving the 
postural balance in those with knee osteoarthritis. 
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Introduction
Knee osteoarthritis is one of the most common or-

thopedic disorders. Over 13% of individuals at the 
ge of  55 to 64 and 17% between 65 and 74 endure 
pain due to osteoarthritis, and are limited in their ac-
tivities and have difficulty walking (Davis, Ettinger, 
Neuhaus, & Mallon, 1991; Pritzker et al., 2006). 
Prevalence of knee osteoarthritis increases with age 
(Mousavi, 2001). In Iran, the prevalence of osteoar-

thritis has been estimated to be 19.3% (Davatchi et al., 
2009). Knee involvement in the medial compartment 
is about 10 times of that of the lateral compartment, 
and one reason for this could be the impact of 60 to 80 
percent of bodyweight on the medial knee compart-
ment in mid-stance while walking (Gök, Ergin, & Ya-
vuzer, 2002). A decrease in the cartilage thickness of 
the medial compartment and changes in the alignment 
towards the varus result in an increase in knee adduc-
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tion moment, which increases the risk and progression 
of the osteoarthritis and also damage to the articular 
cartilage (Katsuragawa, Fukui, & Nakamura, 1999), 
and hence imbalance of the knee muscles (Sohrabi, 
Khademi-Kalantari, AkbarZadeh-Baghban, Rezaee, 
& Hosseini, 2014). Among the disorders reported 
in individuals diagnosed with knee osteoarthritis is 
balance impairment (Ganesan, Lee, & Aruin, 2014). 
Various factors such as impairment of proprioception 
resulting from defects in joint cartilage and surround-
ing structures are proposed as the balance impairing 
mechanism in these individuals (Kahlaee, Sadeghi, 
Jamebozorgi, & Yousefian Molla, 2015). Maintaining 
balance is an important indicator of physical function 
and prevents falls (Sadeghi & Alirezaei, 2008). Falls 
can have serious consequences such as fractures, loss 
of independence and other skeletal injuries  (Hassan, 
Doherty, Mockett, & Doherty, 2002). In the previ-
ous literature, mediolateral balance impairment, both 
in standing and in balance challenging activities in-
crease the risk of fall  extra space before parentheses 
(Brauer, Burns, & Galley, 2000).

In management of knee osteoarthritis, non-surgical 
treatments such as physiotherapy, pharmacologic 
therapy or use of orthoses like shoe modifications 
or insoles are considered the initial therapeutic ap-
proaches (Mousavi, 2001). The aims of these thera-
pies are to reduce pain, enhance physical function and 
also minimize other complications of the disease such 
as balance impairment and fall (Alshawabka, Liu, 
Tyson, & Jones, 2014). Among the common ortho-
ses used in this condition are lateral wedged insoles. 
Lateral wedge insoles increase the foot pronation 
and results in lateral displacement of the center of 
pressure. As a result, knee adduction moment, load 
onto the medial compartment and pain decrease and 
changes in foot mechanics indirectly affect the knee 
(Ahmadi, Forghany, Nester, & Jones, 2014). Despite 
prescribing lateral wedged insoles as a means of man-
aging osteoarthritis of the knee joint (Maly, Culham, 
& Costigan, 2002), studies that have been carried out 
on balance have more often used clinical tests or re-
ported the immediate effects of lateral wedged insoles 
on velocity and displacement of the center of pressure 

(Hsieh, Lee, Lo, & Liao, 2013). 

Therefore, in order to obtain a better outlook on the 
effect of lateral wedged insoles on osteoarthritis, the 
immediate and 4-week effects of using lateral wedged 
insoles on the static balance in patients with mild and 
moderate knee medial compartment osteoarthritis has 
been studied. 

Material and Methods
The current study is an interventional and quasi-ex-

perimental type. The committee of ethics of Iran Uni-
versity of Medical Sciences has approved the research 
and its phases. The participants were among patients 
visited at Firoozgar hospital, took part in the study af-
ter completing the consent form. The sampling meth-
od was non-probability sampling technique. The cri-
teria to participate in the study included grades II and 
III osteoarthritis of medial knee compartment based 
on the Kellgren & Lawrence (K&L) classification 
in at least one knee (Ahmadi et al., 2014), with the 
age 40 years and above, and knee pain while walk-
ing scored 3 or more based on the Visual Analogue 
Scale. Participants were introduced to the researcher 
by the orthopedic specialist. The criteria considered 
for exclusion included individuals with isolated patel-
lofemoral joint osteoarthritis, lateral compartment 
osteoarthritis of tibiofemoral joint, type I or IV os-
teoarthritis, neuromuscular problems, previous surgi-
cal records of the knee or injection of corticosteroids 
during the past 5 months (Ahmadi et al., 2014), and 
using foot ortheses during the past 6 months or using 
assistive devices while walking. 

Instruments

Static balance was measured using a Kistler force 
plate (Swiss, AMTI) with a frequency of 1000 Hz in 
the biomechanics laboratory of orthotics and pros-
thetics department (faculty of Rehabilitation Scienc-
es, Iran University of Medical Sciences).  

Therapeutic Intervention

In this study, medical insoles with 5° lateral wedge 
(figure 1) made of high density ethyl vinyl acetate 
(EVA) were used (Hsieh et al., 2013). In the current 
study, the insoles gradually become thinner near the 
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head of the metatarsals and reach a thickness of 4.5 
mm in order to ensure a comfortable fit in the shoe 
(Russell & Hamill, 2011). Insoles are built based on 
conventional patterns and the wedge is created along 
the entire insole length. The high density EVA is re-
sistant enough against pressure, so that the wedge 
shape of insoles remains intact during the 4 weeks 
of use. However, the flexibility of material was also 
considered in order to provide enough comfort while 
wearing orthoses in the shoe and push-off phase of 
walking. Lateral wedged insoles were placed beneath 
the shoe lining of the involved limbs of individuals 
with knee osteoarthritis and an insole without wedge 
was placed for the opposite limbs (in unilateral cases). 
Insoles were placed in their own shoe. Prior to their 
attendance at the laboratory, the participants were re-
minded of shoe characteristics including shoe heel, 
toe box, adequate shoe size and depth, slip resistance, 
and etc. (Iglesias, de Bengoa Vallejo, & Pena, 2012).

Procedure

To measure the pain of individuals, the visual ana-
logue scale was used at the beginning and end of the 
study. With regard to the severity of pain they felt in 
the joint, participants were asked to mark the pain on 
a 10 cm line (Parkes et al., 2013). Also, to evaluate 
the qualitative effect during 4 weeks, they were asked 
to use the insole for at least 5 to 10 hours during their 
daily activities and make note of the applications and 
problems associated with using the insoles (Toda & 
Segal, 2002). In fact, the study duration was 4 weeks, 
and the patients were supposed to use the insoles dur-
ing these four weeks as assigned and return to the 
testing site (biomechanics laboratory of orthotics and 
prosthetics department at IUMS rehabilitation sci-
ences faculty) after four weeks. All tests were done at 
the beginning of the study and four weeks afterwards. 

The evaluation of static balance was done in three 
conditions; barefoot (without shoes), wearing shoes 
without lateral wedged insoles, and wearing shoes 
with lateral wedged insoles. 

Prior to carrying out the tests, the procedure was 
completely depicted for the participants and they 
were notified of the significance of their cooperation. 
A 2-minute break was given to the participants be-
tween each test and they were asked to immediately 
inform if they felt tired during the test. Selecting the 
test conditions for each individual was completely 
random. Each test condition was repeated three times 
and reference data was calculated from the average 
of these three repetitions. Participants were asked to 
stand on both parallel feet steadily. Arms were placed 
along the body and breathing was normal (Ahmadi et 
al., 2014). Data collection and recording began from 
the point where the participant was in a stable condi-
tion on the force plate and this continued for 60 sec-
onds. 

In order to evaluate the effect of visual information 
on balance control, the tests were done in both condi-
tions of eyes open and closed. All measurements were 
repeated four weeks after using the lateral wedged 
insoles.

Data Analysis

The center of pressure parameters for evaluating 
balance stability in this study include velocity and 
displacement of the center of pressure in the medio-
lateral direction in three footwear conditions of bare-
foot, with shoes having lateral wedged insoles, shoes 
and two vision conditions; eyes open and closed.  

A low pass filter with a cut off frequency of 10 Hz 
(Ganesan et al., 2014) applied to the data. The mid 20 
seconds of recordings were used and static balance 
was measured by means of average displacement and 
velocity of the center of pressure in mediolateral di-
rection using MATLAB software (version 2.0, R14, 
7.0.4.365) (Satvati, Karimi, Tahmasebi Boldaji, & 
Pool). 

Statistical Analysis
All analyses were done through SPSS software. To 

obtain conformity of the data with normal distribu-

Fig 1. Full-length lateral wedged insoles
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tion, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used. With 
regard to the normal distribution of data, repeated 
measure analysis of variance was carried out for in-
ferential analysis of data. Significance level was con-
sidered to be 0.05. 

Results 

18 patients (3 males and 15 females) with mild 
and moderate knee osteoarthritis (medial compart-
ment) with a mean age of 53±6.1 years and BMI of 
26±2.1.1 kg/m2  took part in the study. 61.1% of the 
patients had grade II osteoarthritis and 38.9% of the 
patients diagnosed with grade III. The average pain of 
these patients based on the visual analogue scale was 
6.5±2.5 at the beginning of the study, and 4 weeks 
later it reached 4.9±2.6 (P=0.001). 

The mean and standard deviation of results obtained 
from the displacement of center of pressure in medio-

lateral direction are shown in table (1).

Results of the repeated measure analysis (table 2) 
showed a significant difference in the main effect of 
visual status (open and closed eyes) (P=0.02, F=6.49), 
the main effect of time (P<0.001, F=29.1) and the in-
teraction effect of intervention, time and visual status 
(P=0.03, F=3.9) on the average displacement of cen-
ter of pressure in mediolateral direction.

The mean and standard deviation of the obtained re-
sults of the quantitative analysis of center of pressure 
velocity in mediolateral direction are shown in table 3.

Repeated measure analysis results (table 4) show 
a significant difference in the main effect of vi-
sual status on velocity in the mediolateral direc-
tion (P=0.0004, F=11.3) and the main effect of time  
(P<0.001, F=34.8). 

Table 1. Mean and standard deviation for center of pressure displacement in mediolateral direction

Table 2. Repeated measure analysis of variance (displacement of center of pressure in mediolateral direction)

♦Significance level is considered 0.05.

Orthotic intervention Visual Status Time Mean (mm) Standard deviation (mm)

Barefoot
Eyes open

Beginning of study 23.0 9.5
After 4 weeks 19.3 6.5

Eyes closed
Beginning of study 25.4 9.7

After 4 weeks 21.7 6.1

Shoes without insoles
Eyes open

Beginning of study 22.4 8.0
After 4 weeks 20.03 4.9

Eyes closed
Beginning of study 26.4 8.4

After 4 weeks 17.3 5.9

Shoes with insoles
Eyes open

Beginning of study 22.7 9.0
After 4 weeks 15.9 8.2

Eyes closed
Beginning of study 26.2 7.8

After 4 weeks 22.2 7.9

F Df P Partial Squared

 Main Effect of Intervention (Bare feet, shoes without insoles, shoes
with insoles) 0.34 1.4 0.70 0.02

Main effect of visual status 6.5 1 0.02 ♦ 0.2
Main effect of Time (beginning of study and one month later) 29.1 1 0.001 ♦ 0.6

visual Status٭Interaction effect of Intervention 2.1 2 0.13 0.76
Interaction effect of time 0.27 2 0.76 0.01

visual status٭Interaction effect of time 0.69 1 0.41 0.03
intervention٭visual status٭Interaction effect of time 3.9 2 0.03 ♦ 0.1
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Discussion
One of the most important criteria in fall prediction 

is the center of pressure displacement in mediolateral 
direction. Previous studies have reported a decrease 
or inability to control body balance in mediolateral 
direction, even while doing the least challenging ac-
tivities or while standing, which has an increased 
risk of falling (Maki, Holliday, & Topper, 1994). The 
aim of this study was to evaluate the effect of lateral 
wedged insoles on static balance of individuals diag-
nosed with osteoarthritis of the medial compartment 
of tibiofemoral joint. In this research, medical insoles 
with 5° lateral wedges were used. The wedge degree 
was used based on Kerrigan’s study (Kerrigan et al., 
2002), which recommended the use of 5° for the lat-
eral wedge. Higher degree wedges would result in dis-
comfort based on previous literature. The full-length 
lateral wedge is known to have more effects on adduc-
tion moment in comparison with heel only wedges. 

Results of the current study show an insignificant 
difference in the average displacement and velocity 
of the center of pressure in mediolateral direction due 
to immediate use of lateral wedged insoles. In a num-
ber of previous studies (Iglesias et al., 2012), the im-
mediate effect of using lateral wedged insoles on the 
average displacement and velocity of center of pres-
sure in mediolateral direction was also insignificant, 
similar to the present study. However, in the study by 
Ganesan et al. (Ganesan et al., 2014) standing on the 
surface with lateral wedge compared to the flat sur-
face decreased the average displacement and veloc-
ity of the center of pressure. In this study, no change 
was observed in the velocity of the center of pressure 
in mediolateral direction while standing on a lateral 
wedge. In analyzing the results, the authors consider 
this change in displacement of the center of pressure 
in mediolateral direction to be related to changes in 
limb alignment, especially those of the hip and an-

Table 3. Mean and standard deviation for center of pressure velocity in mediolateral direction

Table 4. Repeated measure analysis of variance (velocity parameter for center of pressure in mediolateral direction)

Orthotic
intervention Visual Status Time Mean (mm/s)  Standard deviation

(mm/s)

Barefoot
Eyes open

Beginning of study 6.2 2.2
After 4 weeks 5.6 1.8

Eyes closed
Beginning of study 8.3 2.7

After 4 weeks 7.1 2.2

Shoes without insoles
Eyes open

Beginning of study 6.6 2.2
After 4 weeks 6.1 1.3

Eyes closed
Beginning of study 9.4 3.2

After 4 weeks 7.1 2.1

Shoes with insoles
Eyes open

Beginning of study 6.6 2.1
After 4 weeks 5.9 1.7

Eyes closed
Beginning of study 9.5 2.1

After 4 weeks 8.2 2.3

F Df P-value Partial Squared

Main Effect of Intervention (shoes without insoles, shoes with ortho-
sis, and without orthosis) 2.6 2 0.086 0.2

Main effect of Visual Status 11.3 1 0.0004 ♦ 0.6
Main effect of Time 34.8 1 0.001 ♦ 0.3

visual status٭Interaction effect of Intervention 1.4 1.31 0.245 0.3
intervention٭Interaction effect of time 0.2 2 0.747 0.02
visual status٭Interaction effect of time 12.3 1 0.003 ♦ 0.4

 intervention٭visual status٭Interaction effect of time 0.9 2 0.390 0.1
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kle and probable changes in muscular activity. It is 
noteworthy that the wedges used in Ganesan’s study 
were 10 degrees, which is not the size used in clinical 
conditions. The participants of their study were also 
healthy young individuals, which makes the compari-
son of results with the current study difficult. In a fol-
low up on the factors other than the immediate change 
of alignment as an effective factor in the influence of 
lateral wedged insoles on balance, the effects of using 
them after a period of four weeks was also evaluated 
in the current study. On the other hand, a compari-
son of results in two conditions of barefoot and shoes 
without insoles in the current study indicates that the 
average effect of these two conditions did not have a 
significant difference. 

The results obtained from this study show the im-
provement of average displacement and velocity of 
the center of pressure in mediolateral direction after 
four weeks of using lateral wedged insoles in patients 
with mild and moderate osteoarthritis of the knee. A 
look at the previous literature shows a decrease in 
load on the medial knee compartment (R. S. Hinman, 
Bowles, & Bennell, 2009; Hsieh & Lee, 2014), de-
crease in adduction moment (R. S. Hinman, Bowles, 
Metcalf, Wrigley, & Bennell, 2012) and pain reduc-
tion (Lawson et al., 2015) after using lateral wedges. 
Significant pain reduction after four weeks of wearing 
lateral wedges in shoes was observed in the present 
study (p=0.001). The results of studies which evalu-
ated the relationship between balance and pain dem-
onstrate that pain can be an independent predictor of 
performance and balance, and patients who felt more 
pain also experienced greater imbalance and perfor-
mance inabilities. Improvement in balance is most 
often seen with pain reduction in these individuals 
(Menz & Lord, 2001). Hence, pain reduction can be 
considered as a probable factor in improving the eval-
uated parameters after four weeks of using the lateral 
wedge in this study. Another study, the effect of cus-
tom made insoles on patients with knee osteoarthritis, 
immediate and also during the follow up period of 1, 
3 and 6 months, showed that the midterm use of cus-
tom made insoles (1 month follow up), while causing 
pain reduction and improvement in performance and 

physical activity, did not have an influence on postural 
stability in the mediolateral direction. The insole used 
in this study had a 5-degree wedge. However, in the 
insoles used in this study, great attention was given to 
preserving the subtalar neutral position and the medial 
longitudinal arch. In fact, the focus of this study was 
on the custom made insoles and on preventing exces-
sive pronation while using lateral wedges by preserv-
ing the medial longitudinal arch. Balance evaluation 
was also carried out with the Biodex system.  

The use of orthoses might result in an increase in 
somatosensory feedback necessary to control the pos-
ture, increase mechanical balance of the ankle and re-
duce postural sway with the passage of time (Iglesias 
et al., 2012). Increasing foot contact with the surface 
and changing the distribution of foot sole pressure 
can improve the somatosensory feedback necessary 
for long-term postural stability.

It has been shown in various research studies that 
the postural sway standing on both feet with closed 
eyes is greater than with open eyes, which is in agree-
ment with the results of the current study (Ahmadi et 
al., 2014; R. Hinman, Bennell, Metcalf, & Crossley, 
2002; Hsieh & Lee, 2014). In fact, in all the studies 
evaluated, the closed eye condition results in an in-
crease in excursion of the center of pressure and ve-
locity compared with the opened eye. In closed eye 
condition, the role of the vision on preserving postur-
al control is lost. Controlling balance requires visual, 
vestibular, and somatosensory contributions, central 
integrity in the brain and dynamic responses. In the 
current study, the interaction effect of time and visual 
status on velocity of the center of pressure in medio-
lateral direction was significant (p=0.003). Visually 
inspecting the data (the interaction effect graph of 
these parameters) showed that improving the balance 
after four weeks of using lateral wedged insoles is 
more evident in closed eye condition. Considering the 
greater imbalance in closed eye condition, this result 
is of great significance. With regards to the average 
displacement of the center of pressure, the interaction 
effect of time, visual status and intervention was also 
significant. It is noteworthy that these results should 
be interpreted more cautiously and improvement in 
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the average should not be merely attributed to the pa-
rameter of time. 

Limitations

This study was carried out on mild and moderate 
knee osteoarthritis patients and the results cannot be 
generalized to other grades of osteoarthritis. Drug use 
and dosage in the evaluated patients were not con-
trolled. Also, hours of using the lateral wedged insoles 
during the four week time period was reported by the 
participants themselves. It is recommended to use ob-
jective tools to measure the duration of time. Insoles 
are used to evaluate the effect of time on using lat-
eral wedged insoles on balance control. In this study, 
in order to generalize the results to more natural and 
non-laboratory conditions, the participants own shoes 
were used. Therefore, the effect of participant’s shoes 
on the results was not eliminated. Also, the assess-
ment of balance was only limited to one plane. 

Conclusion

The results of the current study show that lateral 
wedges do not have an immediate effect on balance 
parameters of individuals diagnosed with osteoar-
thritis of the medial compartment of the tibiofemoral 

joint. However, after using lateral wedged insoles for 
four weeks, a reduction in postural sway (displace-
ment and velocity) of these individuals in mediolat-
eral direction was observed, which can be indicative 
of improved balance.
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تأثیر کفی با گوۀ خارجی بر تعادل ایستایی داخلی-خارجی در افراد مبتال به استئوآرتریت 
بخش داخلی زانو
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مقالۀ1پژوهشی

زمینه و هدف:  استئوآرتریت1بخش1داخلی1مفصل1تیبیوفمورال1زانو1سبب1تغییرات1تعادلی1می1شود.1کفی1با1
گوة1خارجی1به1عنوان1درمان1رایج1در1این1گروه1از1بیماران،1ممکن1است1بر1نوسانات1تعادلی1تأثیر1داشته1باشد.1هدف1
این1مطالعه1بررسی1تأثیر1کفی1با1گوة1خارجی1بر1تعادل1ایستایی1افراد1مبتال1به1استئوآرتریت1بخش1داخلی1مفصل1

تیبیوفمورال1زانو،1در1جهت1داخلی11ـ11خارجی1بود1که1در1دو1نوبت1شروع1مطالعه1و141هفته1پس1از1آن1انجام1شد.

1Kellgren1&1Lawrence11براساس1معیار1درجه1بندیIII11وII1روش کار:11811فرد1مبتال1به1استئوآرتریت1درجه
در1بخش1داخلی1مفصل1تیبیوفمورال1با1میانگین1سنی6/071±153سال،1از1نظر1تعادل1ایستایی1در1دو1حالت1چشم1
باز1و1چشم1بسته1بررسی1شدند.1میزان1درد1و1همچنین1تعادل1ایستایی1با1میزان1جابه1جایی1و1سرعت1جابه1جایی1مرکز1

فشار1در1جهت1داخلی1ـ1خارجی،1در1سه1حالت1پابرهنه،1با1کفش1و1کفی1با1گوة1خارجی1و1کفش1بررسی1شد.

یافته ها: کفی1با1گوة1خارجی1بر1میزان1جابه1جایی1مرکز1فشارP1=0/7(1(1اثر1فوری1گذاشت،1اما1سرعت1جابه1جایی1
مرکز1فشارP1=0/089(1(1در1جهت1داخلی1ـ1خارجی1تأثیری1نداشت.1پس1از1استفاده1از1کفی1با1گوة1خارجی1به1مدت1
14هفته،1بهبود1دردP<0/001(1(،1کاهش1میزان1جابه1جایی1مرکز1فشار1)P<0/001(1و1همچنین1کاهش1سرعت1

جابه1جایی1مرکز1فشارP<0/001(1(1در1افراد1مبتال1دیده1شد.

نتیجه گیری: کاهش1میزان1جابه1جایی1و1همچنین1سرعت1جابه1جایی1مرکز1فشار1در1جهت1داخلی11ـ11خارجی1
در1گروه1بیمارانی1با1استئوآرتریت1خفیف1و1متوسط1بخش1داخلی1مفصل1تیبیوفمورال،1با1استفاده1از1کفی1با1گوة1
خارجی1به1مدت141هفته،1می1تواند1بیانگر1تأثیر1استفاده1از1این1نوع1کفی1بر1نوسانات1تعادلی1در1این1گروه1از1بیماران1
باشد.1بنابراین1اثر1کفی1با1گوة1خارجی1می1تواند1به1عنوان1درمانی1غیرتهاجمی1بر1بهبود1تعادل1این1افراد1مدنظر1باشد.

واژه های کلیدی:1استئوآرتریت1زانو،1گوة1خارجی،1ارتز1پا،1باالنس1استاتیک
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